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NEWBedford RL - RAF Kinloss
Mountain Rescue
                                SCALE        PRICE
76RL001        1:76  £16.95Bedford RL - 

RAF Kinloss Mountain Rescue
Another heavy duty Bedford truck joins Oxford’s military
range - the Bedford RL - which Bedford built from the
mid 1950s to the early 1970s.  Like many Bedford
vehicles, it served its time primarily as the British
military’s main medium weight lorry of the period.  It was
based, however, on the civilian Bedford S truck and was
used in a non-military capacity too.  With a split
windscreen and the signature Bedford radiator grille, the
truck had all-wheel drive and bigger wheels for optimum
ground clearance.  Originally a 3-
tonner, it was increased to 4 tons
to facilitate its cross country
payload requirements.  During its
lifetime, over 74,000 rolled off
the production line and many of
these survived in civilian use well
into the 1990s, being used by the
emergency services, commercial
operators and the like.

Our Bedford RL makes its debut as used by the RAF
Kinloss Mountain Rescue, decorated in Air Force blue
with a dark grey canvas back and a yellow cab roof.  
It has an additional small roof board denoting its
Mountain Rescue role.  The cab interior and seating
reflect the RAF blue grey body colour.  Registered 
11 AJ 61, the front of the cab features a yellow bridge
plate with No. 9 printed on it, the RAF roundel beneath
the driver’s windscreen and white bumpers.  To the rear, 

the Mountain Rescue name
features again at the base of
the bodywork while the
number plate is off-centre 
behind the offside wheel arch.
With a variety of uses in 
both military and civilian roles,
we look forward to further
Bedford RL releases from
Oxford in the near future.
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1:76 SCALE

AEC 690 
Concrete Mixer - Blue
We gave you a sneak preview of our 2022 new
development plans in a previous edition of The Globe,
including this chunky AEC 690 vehicle in both Dumper
Truck and Concrete Mixer variants, each of them
guaranteed to complement Oxford’s Construction range.
We are pleased now to announce the release of this
brand new 1:76 scale vehicle modelled as a Concrete
Mixer in an eye-catching blue and white colour scheme.
The new 1:76 scale AEC 690 cab is based on the original
vehicle launched at Earl’s Court in 1959, following which
it was produced between 1964 and 1969.  Both the cab
and the chassis had been previously developed by
Thornycroft who AEC acquired in the early 1960s.
During its lifetime, the updated 690 was re-badged, 
re-bodied and equipped with different engines, and like
many AEC heavy duty transport vehicles, it was used
extensively by the British military. 
Its specification was cited as being an all-steel full-width
cab resiliently mounted with easy access steps on both
sides.  It had a lined interior and flat two-piece reverse
sloping windscreen, counter-balanced drop door
windows, rear view quarter and central windows and 

adjustable driver’s seat.  Cab equipment included twin 
windscreen wipers, two large rear view mirrors, an
efficient heater/demister unit and a tool box.
Our brand new model incorporates these physical
features where practical and both the cab and tipping
mechanism are painted in a bright blue with matching
wheel centre and mudguards, mounted on a black chassis.
The front bumpers are finished in white.  
The interior of the cab is moulded in black including the
steering wheel.  The bright blue and white mixer barrel 
is fixed in a sloping position behind the cab with the 
upward end held in place by the static chute to the rear.
Our cement mixer is registered HRB 422C from 1965.

NEWAEC 690 Concrete Mixer -
Blue
                                SCALE        PRICE
76ACM001    1:76  £23.95

NEW
Tooling!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, 
Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA

TEL: 02038 877802
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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1:76 SCALE

Ford Cortina Mk III - 
Evergreen
First introduced in 1962, the innovative Ford Cortina was
the forerunner of a new era in Ford motoring and proved
a great success.  Ford launched the Mk III upgrade in 1970
and technically, it proved to be virtually a new car.
Visually, Ford imported an American influence which saw
the Cortina Mk III with a ‘Coke Bottle’ appearance.  
The slightly longer wheelbase over the Mk II resulted in 
a larger interior and although the overall length of the
vehicle remained the same, it looked larger due to an
increase of 2” in the width and it was also 4” lower.  

The hitherto suspension set up was upgraded to a
wishbone front suspension and coil springs with trailing
and semi trailing arms.  Later modifications and upgrades
kept the Cortina at the top of its tree for over 20 years.
For its latest outing, our 1:76 scale four-door Cortina Mk
III saloon is decorated with a dark green body and the
characteristic black ‘vinyl’ roof finish.  The silver radiator
incorporates the twin headlights while two-tone
orange/red lights feature on the rear.  The interior reveals
the dashboard, seats and steering wheel moulded in tan
and our replica is registered OPU 723K from 1971/2.

Jaguar E Pace - Santorini Black
Only the third release on Oxford’s 1:76 scale Jaguar E-
Pace car, it appears registered OY18 SCX from 2018,
painted a brilliant black, it makes a great addition to the
bright blue and white versions previously released. The
interior fittings are also black with beige seating. Note the
red and silver Jaguar badge in the centre of the black
radiator grille, while the Jaguar name, marque and Big Cat
feature boldly in silver on the rear. 
In real life, the E-Pace, also known as the X5-40, was the
second in Jaguar’s SUV range when it was unveiled in the
summer of 2017.  Described as a small luxury soft roader

with five doors, it was designed by Jaguar’s chief designer,
Ian Callum.  It comes either as a front engine, front wheel
drive or front engine all-wheel drive and includes
elements of both the Range Rover Evoque and Land
Rover Discovery Sport.  There are also two transmission
options, either a 9-speed ZF 9HP automatic for petrol
and diesel engines or an 8-speed PHEV - Plug in Hybrid
Electric version.  The basic price of the E-Pace comes in
at £31,465, rising to £32,850 plus for the R-Dynamic
model and if you want the top of the range Sports
version, the price tag is £33,490.
This top class motor really has all the options covered.

NEWJaguar E Pace - 
Santorini Black
                           SCALE      PRICE
76JEP003  1:76 £8.45

NEWFord Cortina MkIII -
Evergreen
                                 SCALE      PRICE
76COR3010    1:76   £7.45
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1:76 SCALE

Audi TT Coupé - Brilliant Black
Here at Oxford, we launched our new 1:76 scale Audi TT
Coupé in a sparkling white in Issue 264.  Close on its
heels, we now present this sporty motor in brilliant black,
complete with contrasting silver exterior trim and a black
interior.  Our Oxford replica is based on the latest, third
generation of the marque, upgraded in 2014. The Audi TT
Coupe ́was first launched in 1998 and following
intermittent makeovers is remarkably still in Audi
production today - such has been its universal appeal.
And it’s still got it!

Originally designed by Dany Garand and team, the real life
TT came as a 2-door coupé, 3-door hatchback or 2-door
roadster. With front wheel drive and front engine, dual
clutch 6-speed direct shift gear box,  it also featured many
other top grade VW components, The Oxford model is
based on the 2-door coupé which came with an engine
option of  either TDI, similar to the 7th generation VW
Golf or the TFSI – our choice. Other progressive features
which define the latest variant included unique interior
temperature and airflow controls embedded in the air
vents to improve ergonomics. 
Our model is registered GJ66 SZT from 2016.

MG ZB - Island Green/Black
The MG Magnette was launched in 1953 initially as the
ZA, a large four-door family car manufactured by BMC.
Designed by Gerald Palmer, it came with some innovative
MG features - four cylinder 1.5L B-series I4 engine, rear
wheel drive and their new four-speed manual gearbox 
BMC introduced the ZB upgrade in 1956 with an
increased power ratio which gave it a top speed of 86
mph and a reach of 0-60 mph in 18.5 seconds.  There was
also an optional semi-automatic transmission which BMC
promoted as Manumatic.  Other enhancements
comprised a Varitone model which featured a larger 

wrap-around rear window in the pressed steel body and
optional two-tone paintwork. 
Our ZB model carries these physical features in 1:76
scale and appears with an Island Green upper body and
black lower body and chassis.  It is registered 406 MMK.
The interior has a tan dashboard with black steering
wheel and pale green seating to match the exterior body
colour.  The distinctive radiator grille is finished in chrome
with the MG badge embedded top centre.  
Production of the MG ZB ended in 1958 in favour of the
Magnette Mk III but even so, over 18,500 had been
produced during its two-year manufacturing period.

NEWAudi TT Coupé - 
Glacier Black
                         SCALE      PRICE
76TT002   1:76  £7.95

NEWMG ZB - Island Green/Black
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76MGZ009     1:76   £7.45
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
TEL: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

Range Rover Classic - 
Darien Gap
                               SCALE      PRICE
76RCL002     1:76  £8.95

Austin Seven RN Saloon -
Maroon
                               SCALE      PRICE
76ASS003     1:76  £7.95

VW Beetle - 
Lotus White
                               SCALE      PRICE
76VWB008   1:76  £7.45

Jaguar E Type - 
Racing Green
                               SCALE      PRICE
76ETYP001   1:76  £7.45

Austin A40 MkII - 
Police Panda 
                               SCALE      PRICE
76AA002       1:76  £7.95
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1:76 SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

Bedford CA Ice Cream Van - 
Hockings
                               SCALE      PRICE
76CA030       1:76  £7.95

Land Rover Defender 2013 -
Tamar Blue
                               SCALE      PRICE
76LRDF002   1:76  £8.95

Carlight Continental 
Caravan -Light Grey 
                         SCALE      PRICE
76CC001   1:76 £9.95

Land Rover - Bronze Green
                                      SCALE      PRICE
76LAN188003   1:76 £7.45

London Bus & Taxi Gift
                                SCALE      PRICE
LD004           1:76 £17.95

Morris 1000 Van - Post Office
                                SCALE      PRICE
76MM007     1:76  £7.45

Bedford CA Milk Float - Co-op 
                                SCALE      PRICE
76CA023       1:76  £7.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE
Remembrance Day
Our modern Mercedes Ambulance has appeared in
English, Welsh and Scottish liveries to date, including 
the London Ambulance Service.  For this release we
return to London and an evocative colour scheme
especially for Remembrance Day in November.
Decorated in the bright yellow and green of the
Service with the highly visible orange and
yellow chevron stripes on the back, our 1:76
scale model is registered LJ59 HNX.  A panel
on the sides features the emergency and 
non-emergency telephone numbers alongside
the Service crest.   However, additional to all the
NHS graphics is a shower of Flanders poppies that flow
down both sides and down the bonnet of our ambulance.
The model is presented in bespoke packaging and a
donation of £1.25 from the sale of each model
will be made to the LAS Charity.
The vehicle is a fitting tribute to
both our Armed Forces in the
field and also the Emergency
Services who play a vital and
selfless role in times of conflict.
Team up this commemorative
ambulance with the 1:76 scale
Scania CP31 Pump Ladder
appliance with equally poignant
Remembrance Day images.
We still have a limited supply of
The Humberside Fire and Rescue
Pump Ladder, 76SFE011, to purchase.  A donation 
from each sale will be given to the Fire fighters charity. 

Scania Pump Ladder -
Humberside Fire and Rescue 
                              SCALE       PRICE
76SFE011     1:76 £24.95

Mercedes Ambulance - London
Ambulance Service/Remembrance Day
                                         SCALE       PRICE
76MA007            1:76 £15.95

Fordson Tractor - Blue
                                SCALE      PRICE
76TRAC001   1:76  £7.45

Fordson Tractor - Green
                                SCALE      PRICE
76TRAC002   1:76  £7.45

Jaguar XF - Surrey Police 
                                SCALE      PRICE
76XF008       1:76  £8.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, 
Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA

TEL: 02038 877802  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWScania Irizar i6 - 
Bus Eireann Expressway 
                                SCALE        PRICE
76IR6008      1:76  £26.95

Ford Transit LWB High - 
Bus Eireann 
                         SCALE      PRICE
76FT009   1:76   £7.45

Scania Irizar i6 - Bus Eireann Expressway
This latest introduction on the Irizar i6 will please our
Irish bus and coach collectors for whom the Bus Eireann
releases are particular favourites.  Decorated in the Bus
Eireann Express colour scheme, the striking red coach
with grey and white masking is heading as the X8 to
Dublin Airport, registered 151 - D - 263.  The detailed
roof grilles are replicated in black while the modern
graphics along the coach sides include the company’s
website address and social media symbols.  The interior
seating, dashboard and steering wheel are all dark grey
against copper brown flooring.

Irizar UK company literature boasts its status as the sole
UK supplier of their integral coaches in which they link
with DAF’s top class dealer network and the backing of
every component manufacturer to maintain and deliver
the award-winning and totally dependable vehicle.  Their
i6 is classed as a high-end coach ideal for commuter and
touring services as well as fleet hire and it is sufficiently
adaptable for VIP coach usage.  Its stylish design, ultimate
comfort, aerodynamics and attention to detail are all part
of the high specification which comes as standard.
It looks pretty superb in 1:76 scale too!

Scania Irizar i6 - White
                                SCALE        PRICE
76IR6009      1:76  £26.95
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Fowler B6 Road Locomotive - No. 16263
‘Talisman’, Norman E Box
John Fowler, born 1826 in Melksham, Wiltshire,
is a name synonymous with the workhorse
steam locomotives of the 19th and early 20th
centuries.  He served with a Middlesbrough
engineering company for three years from the
age of 21 when he left and set up his own
John Fowler & Company in Leeds from
where his wide ranging agricultural and
road steam vehicles emerged.
Norman Box and his father
Edward came originally from
Manchester, just over the other
side of the Pennines from the
John Fowler works in Leeds.
They were keen users of steam
vehicles, particular Fowlers and
in fact Edward was a steam vehicle
driver.  Norman developed a successful haulage
company, well-known for moving huge loads, many of
which were photographed for his company’s marketing
purposes.  This also meant there is much historical data
available, including on ‘Talisman’.  Norman died in Canada
in 1957 but left a sizeable wealth of over £225,000.   
Our 1:76 scale version of the No. 16263 ‘Talisman’ is
resplendent in dramatic black with gold/red coachwork
and dropped shadow lettering in both gold and red.  
The ‘Talisman’ nameplate is printed on one side of the
boiler and the Norman E Box Ltd Manchester name is
printed on the other side, both again in red and gold.  

The company name features on both sides of the roof
edge and also across the back of the vehicle above the
registration plate NE 2834.
As is usual with Oxford’s vintage steam vehicle series, 
the level of detailing is amazing and just looking at the
wheel spokes, the chimney stack with its gold top and 
the mechanical features in the cab and on the bodywork,
all are so highly finished.  This latest Fowler B6 is another
great little model to grace your period steam line-up.

1:76 SCALE

Aveling & Porter Roller and Tar Spreader - 
No 11520 ‘Crusader’, Dorset
Over the August bank holiday we were welcomed back to
The Great Dorset Steam Fair after a few years absence
due to the Covid Pandemic.  This year was a success.  
It was great to be back and see many familiar faces, 
it is always a favourite for us!  
As many of you know, we produce a special 
model for the Dorset Steam Fair, in GDSF
packaging, each year.  The model is usually
something that we have spotted on the
showground, photographed and often measured 
on site.  We produce new tooling, which usually 
takes between 12-18 months and this item is released 
at the show, if we have any remaining, we release them
for general sale after the show.  When the show was
cancelled in 2020, we released the show model in our
standard packaging, Aveling & Porter Roller and Tar
Spreader - No 11520 Crusader (76APR001).  Facing
unprecedented times, we decided not to commit to new
tooling for a 2022 model and instead we created new

packaging for 76APR001.
This is now available 
to purchase under the
code 76APR001_A.

NEWFowler B6 Road Locomotive -
No16263 ‘Talisman’, Norman E Box
                                               SCALE        PRICE
76FOW005              1:76  £19.95

Aveling & Porter Roller and Tar
Spreader - No 11520 ‘Crusader’
                                SCALE       PRICE
76APR001_A  1:76 £26.95
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

1950 Oldsmobile Rocket 88 Coupe -
Crest Blue/Black
                                 SCALE      PRICE
87OR50002    1:87   £8.95

1948 Dodge B-1B 
Pick Up Truck - Red
                                 SCALE      PRICE
87DP48001    1:87   £8.95

1946-48 DeSoto Suburban - 
San Francisco Taxi (Godfather)
                                 SCALE      PRICE
87DS46002    1:87   £8.95

1965 Ford Mustang Convertible -
Wimbledon White 
                                 SCALE      PRICE
87MU65005   1:87   £8.95

1955 Buick Century - 
Carlsbad Black/Cherokee Red 
                                 SCALE      PRICE
87BC55006    1:87   £8.95

1961 Chrysler 300G Convertible
(Open) - Mardi Gras Red
                                 SCALE      PRICE
87CC61001    1:87   £8.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN
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N SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

Livestock Trailer - Red
                               SCALE       PRICE
NFARM004  1:148 £6.45

Mobile Trailer - Bobs Hot Dogs
                               SCALE       PRICE
NTRAIL001  1:148 £7.45

Police Panda Ford Anglia
                               SCALE       PRICE
N105003     1:148 £6.45

Austin Mini - Tartan Red/
Union Jack 
                               SCALE       PRICE
NMN001     1:148 £6.45

Morris Traveller - Almond Green
(Dot Cotton)
                               SCALE       PRICE
NMMT008   1:148 £5.95

Ford Cortina MkIII - 
Devon & Cornwall Police
                               SCALE       PRICE
NCOR3004   1:148 £6.45
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AR41 AR42 AR43AAR37AR36AR32AR31

AR158 AR160 AR172AR156AR153AR148AR141

AR135 AR138 AR139AR133AR128AR124AR120

AR110 AR115 AR12AR107AR105AR103AR100

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95
AR183 Dodge Album. Cars, Trucks, Military vehicles:  Dodge Brothers cars and light 
trucks were made from 1914 onwards.  The tough, hard-drinking Dodge brothers, John and
Horace, died within months of each other in 1920, both of them victims of the demon drink.
Their reputation for engineering quality had been established, however, and their company was
acquired by Walter Chrysler.  Dodge became a lynchpin of the Allied effort in the Second World

War, making thousands of small ‘soft-skin’ military vehicles.  Postwar Dodge managed to
maintain its mid-market position, supported by popular ranges of pickup trucks.  Dodge
cars, trucks and military vehicles are all covered in these pages.  We have here the full
story of Dodge from 1899 and the brothers’ early efforts, to life as part of the multi-

national Stellantis Group in the 2020s.
AR183
NEW

AR184 Mini Album. BMW’s baby and its Mini heritage:  Auto Review 031 A Mini Album tells
the story of the original Austin Se7en and Morris Mini Minor.  In this publication we succinctly
reprise that tale, then take up the story of the development of a replacement model.  This process
would culminate in the new MINI, to be made by BMW, owners of the brand after they took 
over Rover Group in 1994.  More than half of this publication is devoted to the new MINI.
It is not so ‘new’ now, of course; the original Mini lasted for over four decades, and at the
date of this publication the MINI is in its third decade.  There have been three generations
of MINI, the first one made by BMW from 2001 to 2006, the second made from 2007 to
2013 and the third generation made from 2014 to 2022.  As we went to print, a fourth
generation of the MINI family was due to arrive for the 2023 model year.

AR184
NEW
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